CICORIA PICK-UP BALER

OPERATION - MAINTENANCE
MANUAL
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INTRODUCTION and INSTRUCTIONS
We thank you for having selected a CICORIA machine, and
extend our sincere wishes for bigger and better harvests.
Your CICORIA Pick-up Baler leaves the factory ready for use, and
with careful operations and regular attention to adjustments will give
troublefree service and faultless baling for many years.
Accordingly, precise instructions are given in this manual for
commissioning, running-in and mantaining the machine; the directions
should be followed to the letter, as their correct application will ensure that
the baler remains in perfect working order.
For optimum harvesting yields, steady operation of the machine and
best baling results, the cut material must be prepared with a side-delivery
rake; windrows should be of medium width, as straight and uniformly
distributed as possible.
SAFETY
The majority of accidents involving operators of farm machinery
are caused by failure to observe the most elementary of safety precautions.
The power transmission components used in CICORIA machines
are suitably guarded by casings which must never be removed while the
machine is running.
Any operations that involves cleaning, adjustment or lubrification
must be carried out with the power train uncoupled and the machine at
standstill.
No accidents can happen if this basic rule is always observed.
WARRANTY
CICORIA will repair or if necessary replace any part judged by the
company’s technical staff to be unserviceable by reason of defective
workmanship or materials.
There is no direct cover under warranty for parts no manufactured
by CICORIA, such as chains, clutches, implements drive shafts, ball
bearings, knotters, belts, bale-counters etc., and parts subject to accidental
breakage and normal wear such as pick-up springs and blades, needles, ect.
Parts not manufactured by CICORIA are covered nonetheless by
the individual maker’s warranty and will be replaced if found to be
defective, though with the cost chargeable to the customer in the event of
the manufacture showing that the defect is not attributable to defective
workmanship or materials but to lack of care, damage from foreign matter,
overloading or accident.
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PUTTING THE BALER INTO SERVICE
LUBRIFICATION AND MAINTENANCE
All moving assemblies in CICORIA Pick-up Balers are carried by ball bearing
and self-lubrificating bushing, so that non special attention is required other than
careful and regular lubrification; this, and the few simple maintenance
operations listed belowm will ensure long service and optimum efficiency.
PERIOD

PARTS TO BE LUBRIFICATED

MAINTENANCE

Daily belts

Grease all point from A to L (fig. 1)
and points A of knotters (fig. 2)

Inspect chains and
retensioning
if
necessary

Before and
commencing
work

Clean chains with fuel oil lubrificate
with thin oil. Lubrificate the roller (4
and 12 fig. 20) of the knotting hook
and release arm, and all pivots of the
feed fork linkage (fig. 8), also of the
needle control arm and connecting rod
(fig. 10) likewise using rhin oil.

Inspect shear pins
bushes. Clean the
knotters
surrounding space.
Inspect the knives
of the ram and the
press chamber.

Weekly

Lubrificate adjustment screws, sliding
ways and all moving parts. Inspect the
gear case of the speed reducer A fig. 11;
check the level of the oil, topping up if
necessary to the plug L fig. 11 with
SAE 140

Check the pressure
of air in the tyres.
Check the tightness
of the wheel bolt
all round the
machine.
Inspect the needle
slots in the press
chamber and the
ram to ensure
freedom from
stones, fragments
of pressed forage or
foreign matter.

Every year

Change the gear oil once a year, draining and
refilling by way of the top and bottom plugs I
- C fig. 11
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A Cardan joint drive-clutch B Fly-wheel hub C Big end D Small end
E Pick-up came F Back-fork G Front Fork H Phase advancer
I Plunger-stop L Suppor-star
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HITCHING THE BALER TO THE TRACTOR
Before connecting the baler to the tractor, check:
1. that all bolts are tight (especially wheel bolts)
2. that the pressure of the tyres is correct
3. that the pick-up is fully raised.
TRANSIT POSITION
1. when towing on a public higway, secure the baler drawbar in the transit
position (fig. 3) by means of the bolt provided;
2. hitch the baler in a horizontal position with the drawbar about 350 mm off the
ground. Correct if necessary using the adjustment holes provided in the
drawbar coupling bracket;
3. CAUTION! Remember, before moving off, that the drawbar prop must be
pulled op and positioned horizontal
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OPERATING POSITION
To set the baler for work in the field, the drawbar bolt must be removed and
repositioned to give the angle shown in fig. 4
Before commencing work in the field:
1. Clean off the parts of the knotter mechanism; these are protected by a film of
grease which must be removed;
2. Remove the paint from the needle brake disk (fig. 10)
3. Connect the implement drive shaft and crank the baler by hand through one or
two revolutions before engaging the P.t.o. at low speed. Having made certain
the action is smooth and steady, select the running speed which gives the
stroke rate indicated for the type of machine (see page 2).

WORKING IN THE FIELD
Fit up the twine or wires as illustrated in figs 14 - 15 or in fig. 21 and proceed as
follows:
1. lower the pick-up and set the height of the springs at approximately 2 cm
above ground
2. lower the bale chute. Bailing with the chute raised will damage the
machine seriously
3. slacken the compactors completely by rotating the handles A fig. 5 then begin
picking up and pressing
4. once the first few bales have been turned out, the compacting pressure can be
adjusted more exactly; do not compact the material to excess as this will wear
the paint finis from the surface of the press chamber
5. when turning, steer the tractor through a wide radius and at low speed,
remembering always to disengage the P.t.o. clutch.
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POSSIBLE PROBLEMS WITH OPERATION OF THE BALER
SELECTION OF BALE LENGTH (fig. 5)
A longer bale will be obtained by raising up the stop collar (E), which is fixed to
the binder timing lever (F) with screws. For a shorter bale, position the collar
lower.
COMPACTING PRESSURE (fig. 5)
The density of the bales is adjusted by tightening or slackening the compactor
springs (H) an equal amount on each side, using the handles (A). Remember that
over-compacting the bales will adversely affect the operation of the knotter.
CAUTION! slacken off the compactors when finishing work for the day, then
restart the next day with the springs loose before tightening gradually to the
former setting. This ensures than any overnight dampness will not cause the
press chamber to jam, risking damage to the power train and other parts of the
machine.
SIDE RESTRAINTS (fig. 5)
The standard baler equipment comprises two tapered metal restraints (B) for
fitment to the two inside faces of the press chamber flank members. These are
indispensable when the forage picked up is especially dry, but must be
removed whenever the material is damp, or working at night.
IRREGULAR BALE LENGHT (fig. 5)
In the event that the lenght of the bales varies from on to the next, this may be
due to:
• a sparse and irregular feed, with the press chamber failing to fill to capacity
and the star wheel (C) indexing intermittently, in which case a more uniform
feed must be ensured
the mounting bracket (D) has worked loose and the pressure exerted by the
timing lever (F) on the star wheel is not sufficient to ensure regular operation; to
fix the bracket in the correct position, crank the binder until the timing lever (F)
is distanced by the cam from the roller of the star wheel (C) by about 3 mm,
allowing it to drop freely and return to the starting position with each bale turned
out.
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BALES WITH BENDS (figs. 6 - 7)
A bale emerging as in fig. 6 is fuller on the left hand side than on the right, in
which case the n: 1 fork tension rod (D fig. 8) must be shortened. Conversely, in
the case of a bale emerging as in fig. 7, it is the right hand side which is fuller
than the left, and the rod (D fig. 8) must be extended. To effect the necessary
adjustment, remove the clevis pin (A fig. 8), rotate the clevis and lock nut (B-C
fig. 8) left or right as appropriate, then replace the pin (A) and secure with the
retainer.
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SAFETY

DEVICES

FLYWHEEL CLUTCH (fig. 9)
The flywheel clutch is factory adjusted, but becomes subject to wear during
operation as the result of overload-induced slip, and will therefore require taking
up. This is effected by tightening each bolt (A) one quarter-turn to obtain a
uniformly increase compression of the springs. Avoid tightening to the point
where the bolts lock completely, otherwise the clutch cannot operate and the
drive shaft will fail as soon as any overloading occurs.
FLYWHEEL SHEAR PIN (fig. 9)
The shear pin (B) fitted to the flywheel (D) is designed to fail when exposed to
excessive stress and this protect the mechanical components of the machine
from damage caused by overloads and accedents.
The flywheel pin will shear if:
1. a foreign body becomes lodged between the knives, within the forage
2. the knotter control arm (L fig. 10) shifts from its at-rest position, allowing the
ram detent (D fig. 10) to pivot into the presse chamber and prevent forward
movement of the ram; in this situation, the knotter brake caliper (C fig. 10)
must be tightened
3. the ram strokes loosely in the press chamber, allowing too much space
between the knives:
* make certain the ram ball bearings are not overworn, and replace if necessary
* adjust the ram slide ways by means of the adjuster screws
4. the ram knife, which is adjustable, has drifted out of position:
* fix the ram knife at a distance of 0,5 - 2 mm from the screws
5. the knives are demaged and do not cut the product:
* repair and sharpen
6. excessive baling pressure is applied, jamming the machine
7. the shear pin itself is slack
8. the shear pin bushes (C fig. 9) are damaged
9. the needle shear pin is broken (see next heading), in which case the flywheel
shear pin is also likely to fail: having located and eliminated the cause,
replace to needle shear pin (size/tipe given on page 4)
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NEEDLES SHEAR PIN (fig. 10)
This shear pin (A) is designed to protect needles from damage caused by
possible overloads.
The pin breaks in the following cases;
1. wire are tangled or do not run freely;
2. needles meet resistance during travel;
To replace the pin proceed as follows:
1. eliminate the causes of the breakage;
2. pull back the arm (L) (to the rest position in fig. 10 with the needles;
3. replace the shear pin on the flywheel;

FEEDER SHEAR PINS (fig. 8)
The shear pins (F - H) fitted respectively to the n.° 1 fork (front) and n. 2 fork
(rear) serve to protect the feed system from overloads or foreign bodies.
Should the pin (F) of the front fork (N) happen to shear, then the fork will be
pulled upwards by the spring (E) and kept clear of the press chamber (Q). If the
machine is not shut off at this point, the pin (H) of the 2° fork may also shear.
With the machine at standstill, clear the feed channel before fitting new pins
(size/rated strenght given on page 4)

KNOTTER BRAKE (fig. 10)
The knotter brake (C) holds the needles in the at-rest position while the bale is
being pressed. If the brake is not sufficiently tight, or slippery with lubrificant,
the control arm (L) will not be held in the at-rest position and its movement
releases the detent (D); thus, the ram cannot advance, and flywheel shear the pin
pails. If the brake is too tight, the knotter shear pin (A) will continue to fail.
Accordingly, it should be remembered that if the baler mechanism is properly
timed and the flywheel shear pin breaks by reason of the detent (D) holding the
ram, the likely cause is that the brake caliper needs tightening.
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This shear pin ( A) is designed to protect the knotter mechanism from damages
caused by possible overload. "
The pin breaks in the following cases:
l. brake (C) of the knotters (fig. 10) is too tight or locked;
2. knotter unit has too much play or is locked;
3. bales are over-compacted;
4. knots are no ejected;
5. wires are tangled or do not run freely;
6. need1es meet resistance during travel;
7. shaft drawing together wires is bent ( on1y machines using twine );
The breakage of this pin also leads to the breakage of the flywheel shear pin~
To replace the pin, proceed as follows:
1. eliminate the causes of the breakage;
2. pull back the arm (L) (to the rest position in fig. 10) with the need1es;
3. replace the shear pin on the flywheel;
4. rotate the flywheel and synchronise the machine (figs. 8- 10- 11 -12- 13).
The shear pin can also be inserted by moving the front fork to bottom dead
centre and turning the re-synchronising gear anticlockwise throught 180°,
so that mark A is directly opposite mark B ( fig. 13) .
However,perfect synchronisation as at point 4 must be checked again
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RAM DETENT and NEEDLE SAFEGUARD (fig. 10)
Ram detent (D) serves to hold back the ram, causing the flywheel shear pin to
fail, in the event of the needles entering the press chamber in the path of the ram.
The position of the detent must be adjusted when the knotter control arm (L) is
at-rest limit as in fig. 10, with the detene (D) held away from the press chamber
by the combined action of a rille (H), associated with the control arm (L), and a
connecting rod (I).
In this configuration, the detent (D) must be distanced from the chamber by
approximately 15 mm. To make the adjustment, remove the hinge pin (E), rotate
the angle bracket (F) to lengthen or shorten the rod (I) as appropriate, then
replace the pin (E) and tighten the lock nut (G).

TIMING AND ADJUSTMENTS
FORKS and RAM (fig. 8 and 11)
1. rotate the crank (D fig. 11) to the position (E) in which the referene mark
coincides with the top U-profiled surface of the press chamber. The centre of
the crankpin should be higher than the top surface of the chamber by 20 mm
for 747 model, and by 40 mm for 545 - 547 - 749 model
2. this done, proceed to position the front fork crankshaft (O fig. 8) vertically
with the arm extending upwards, as shown, and the rear fork crankshaft (P)
with the crank arm horizontal and extending toward the press chamber. Now
fit the fork drive chain (M fig. 8) and the main drive chain (G fig. 11).
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NEEDLES AND RAM (Fig. 12 and 13)
Having established the position as described above, the knotter must be timed
with the ram; for correct synchronization, the two countermarks (A - B) on the
timing gear and the bearing block of the knotter frame must coincide.
In any event, the needles must remain protected from the ram throughout their
forward movement, and this is achieved if the needles encounter the points of
the ram (A fig. 12) on entering the press chamber (B).
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TWINE VERSION
INSTALLING THE TWINE
Use only good quality twine of 300 m/Kg. (Polypropylene)
Referring to figs 14,15 and 5:
1. position four rolls of twine in the holder, taking up the ends and passing each
through the relative guide lug (A) located above the roll;
2. tie the tail end of roll 1 to the leading end of roll 3;
3. tie the tail end of roll 2 to the leading end of roll
4. take the leading ends of rolls 1 and 2 out by way of the respective bulkhead
holes (B - C fig. 14), then pass through the tensioner (D), the china ring (A
fig. 15) on the needle arm and the first of the guides (B) mounted to the
needle guard. Now separate the two twines and pass each end through one of
the remaining guides (C - F fig. 15) afforted by the guard and through the eye
of the corresponding needle (D-G); finally, tie each and and to the bottom
cross member (E fig. 15) of the frame.
5. with the twines threaded up, turn the flywheel by hand to the point at which
the timing lever (F) is triggered by the star wheel (C fig. 15). Rotate the
flywheel further to elevate the needles and draw the twines up to the knotter,
continuing to turn until the needles are returned to their at-rest limit position.
With the knotters now ready for operation, the ends of the twines tied to the
frame can be released and the machine can begin baling.
IMPORTANT!

set the tensioner (D - fig. 14) to generate a pull of 2 kg.
approx on each twine. A correct and uniform tension on
the two twines will ensure faultless knotter.
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ADJUSTMENT OF THE TWINE KNOTTER NEEDLES
The procedure for timing or checking the timing of
the needles in relation to the knotter is as follows:
• rotate the flywheel by hand to trigger the timing
lever (F - fig. 15)
• elevate the needles (A), checking that the shaft ride
close to the knotter frame, remaining distanced
from the twine carrier (B - fig. 16) by 3-4 mm, and
with the point at a distance of 140 - 145 mm from
the carrier when at the stroke limit. Corrections can
be effected by way of the connecting rod (P - fig.
10) and the needle clamp bolts.
POSITION OF THE TAKE-UP PLATES
The take-up plates serve to guide the twine into the operating area of the
knotting hook. In the at-rest position of the plates, the point (B fig. 17) should be
in alignment with the side edge of the slot in the press chamber. Optimum takeup action is obtained when, with the plate in rotation, the point passes at a
distance of 5 - 6 mm from the inside edge of the relative needle (see fig. 18).
The position of the point is adjusted by way of the nuts (D-E fig. 17), to obtain
alignment with the slot, and by way of the pivot (C) to increase or reduce the
distance from the needle.
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ADJUSTMENT OF TWINE KNOTTER
1. TWINE CARRIER (fig. 19)
The exact position of the recess in the twine carrier (4) is between the
projections of the presser (5) and the cleaner (6), is such a way that the twine
cab be threaded through correctly.
At least two knotter cycles are required to allow a precise check on the position
after which the projections of the presser (5) should partially cover the recess.
To adjust the position of the carrier, slacken off the nut (7), then tap the nut to
disengage the worm. Position the carrier as appropriate, and rotate the worm to
the point of seating against the thrust washers; thereafter, retighten the nut (7),
making certain that the carrier remains in the correct position.
2. PRESSER (fig. 19)
The presser (5) is tensioned by two flat springs (9) adjusted by means of a bolt
(8) secured with a lock nut. The tension must be such that the twine is held firm
during the knotting operation.
Remember though, that an excessive tension will cause the twine to break
during the knotting operation, as well ass damaging the springs, whereas with
insufficient tension the twine will slip, resulting in the knots being formed with a
loop which remains caught on the knotting hook and inevitably causes the twine
to break.
It is good policy to adjust the presser in a working situation, starting from a
slacker tension of the springs and tightening gradually to the point where the
twine is retained firmly by the carrier (4).
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3. KNOTTING HOOK (fig. 20)
The knotting hook (11) is the most important component part of the knotter, and
require maximum care. Rough edges, burrs and rust can cause the knot snag.
The latch (13) of the knotting hook must grip the ends of the twine firmly
enough to tighten the knot, but not so forcibly as to prevent their release. The
grip is adjusted by compressing or relaxing a spring (2) to increase or reduce the
pressure of lever (3) on a roller (4) mounted to the heel of the latch (13).
4. CUT-AND-RELEASE ARM
The release arm (10) performs 3 operations:
1) cutting the twine between the gripper and the hook;
2) removing the knot from the hook;
3) guiding the twine.
The removal of the knot is effected by means of a tongue (6) which must press
gently against the back of the hook (11).
In reaching its travel limit, the tongue must pass beyond the point of the hook by
some 10 mm. The cutter (9) is secured to the arm (10) with two bolts, and can
therefore be replaced. Sharpen the end of the cutter as soon as the severed ands
of the twine appear unequal or frayed.
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Correctly
formed knot

EXAMPLES

POSSIBLE PROBLEMS WITH TWINE BINDERS
CAUSE OF
TROUBLE

REFER

REMEDIES

Fig.

N°

Cutter edge
blunted.

Sharpen cutter

20

9

Insufficient
presser tension

Increase tension by
tightening bolt (8)
a small amount

19

5

20

10

Knot formed with
loop that can catch
on the hook and
cause spring to break

Insufficient travel
on release arm

Adjust release arm

Bale insufficiently
compacred

Tighten compactors

Twine carrier not
properly timed

Adjust timing of
carrier

19

4

Take-up plate/s
- out of alignment

Realign with slot
adjust clearance

17
18

B

Bend in latch (13)
of knotting hook,
resulting in gap of
insufficient width

Straighten latch, or
replace hook

20

11

Check latch tension
lever for sign of
wear

20

3

Pivot restraint not
entering chamner

Verify operation of
restraint

12

E

One end of twine
longer than the other

- out of position

Knot formed in one
end of twine only
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EXAMPLES

REFER
Fig.
N°

CAUSE OF
TROUBLE

REMEDIES

Excessive presser
tension

Reduce tension by
loosening bolt (8)

19

5

Excessive pressure Relax spring (2) by
of tension lever (3) degrees
on latch roller (4)

20

2

Bale over-compacted

Slacken compactors

5

A

Faulty operation of
release arm

Identify fault and
correct

20

10

Knotting hook
worn or damage

Replace hook

20

11

20

10

14

D

No knot formed, with
twine cut or broken

Knots are not released
from knotting hook

Release arm riding Arm should slide
gently and uniformly
too close to hook
over reverse side of
knotting hook (11)

Twine not cut, or
broken, below knot

Twine tensioner
too loose

Tighten to increase
tension

Knot formed in one
end of twine only (slip
knot)
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WIRE KNOTTER VERSION
INSTALLING THE WIRE
IMPORTANT!
use preferably gauge 12 wire, or for special baling
requirements gauge 13, well annealed and immersed previously in oil.
The reels should be no more than 320 mm in diameter and 160 mm in height.
Ensure that every reel installed is properly wound, as the knotter mechanism
will be adverely affecred by any entanglement.
REFERRING to fig. 21
Position the reels of wire in the holder (A), removing one or two of the retaining
ties before hand, and the others once the reels are safely in place inside the
holder.
Thread up the wires as follows:
1. taking up the wire of one reel (C), from the centre, pass the end (P) through
the relative guide (M), around the first pulley (D), between the second pulley
(F) and the pin ( R) and secure temporarily to the cross member (L)
2. similary, take up the wire from the centre of the remaining reel (B) and pass
the end (O) through the guide (N), around the first pulley (E), between the
second pulley (G) and the pin ( R), and secure to the cross member (L)
3. turning the flywheel by hand, rotate the star wheel (C - fig. 5) to the point of
triggering the timing lever (F), then rotate further to take the needles through
one full cycle, on completion of which the wires will be drawn up to the
binder
4. cut away the end secured to the cross member (L); the machine is now ready
to being baling.
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ADJUSTMENT OF WIRE KNOTTER NEEDLES
Having verified the position of the needles in relation to the ram (fig. 12), chech
the following distances:
1. the clearance between each needle (A) and the barrel (H) of the relative
twister as the needle passes alongside, which must be no greater than 1 mm
(fig. 23)
2. the distance between the guide pulley at the end of needle, and the pincer
hood (B), which must be 1,5 - 2 mm (fig. 23)
3. the distance from the centre of the guide pulley to the centre of the twister
barrel at the forward travel limit of the needles, which must be no more than
55 mm (fig. 22)
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TWISTER
The exact position of the twisting tool is obtained with the point below the wire
guide (K - fig. 23) when at rest.
As the needles advance, the twisting movement must begin as the centre of
needle guide pulley coincides with the centre of the barrel.
If the joined ends of the wire are twisted too loosely, such that a swelling of the
bale forces them apart, the position of the twisters should be advanced by
rotating clockwise through a distance equivalent to one gear tooth, having first
removed the drive chain. If the end are joined too tightly and tend to break
under the twisting action, the twisters should be retarded by rotating
anticlockwise one tooth.
WIRE GUIDE ROD
The guide rod (K - fig. 23) must be positioned 1,5 mm. from the surface of the
twister barrel with its end set above the point of the twister by a distance of 5
mm approximately. Corrections are made by means of the adjuster nut ( R) and
the relative lock nut.

PINCER

If the wire is not held firmly enough by
the pincers (B) during operation, the grip
must be made tighter by means of the
relative adjustment screws (L-M-N-Ofig.24)
Adjustment should be effected by small
increments, selecting a pressure no more
than is needed for the wires to be held
without slipping.
IMPORTANT! too tight a setting of the
pincer will cause damage to the knotter
mechanism and result in failure of the
socket screw (C - fig. 23)
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POSSIBLE PROBLEMS WITH WIRE BINDERS
EXAMPLES

Wires not twisted
together; one end cut
cleanly, the other end
bento and cut

CAUSE OF
TROUBLE
Wire inserted by the
needle being forced
away from twister
by surplus material
in chamber.
Quantity of feed
material per cycle
too great due to low
stroke rate

Wire sticking

Wire not firmly
held by pincer

REMEDIES

REFER
Fig.
N°

Increase number of
ram strokes to
match rate indicated
for the type of
machine (see pag. 2)

Clean and lubrificate
all guides, pulleys etc
replacing if necessary

Adjust pincer grip to
give increased
pressure

21

24

B

Wires not twisted
together; one end cut
cleanly, the other bent
but straightened and
with bright marks left
by pincer
Wire rusty/unoiled Immerse reel in oil.
Free twister of any
surplus material
Twister retarded

Advance by one
gear tooth

24

Check and lubrificate
guides, pulley etc.

21

Retard by one gear
tooth

24

Joined ends fail to hold
through twist being
short and separating
when forced
Wire sticking

Twister advanced
One end of wire
broken at twist
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EXAMPLES

CAUSE OF
TROUBLE

REMEDIES

Wire not positioned
in pincer by needle.
One needle lateraly
out of position

Verify and restore
correct clearance
between needle and
twister barrel

Wire not gripped
by pincer and
therefore no cut.
Needle low at
travellimit

Restore correct
distance between
needle and pincer
hook

Needle laterally
out of position

REFER
Fig.
N°
22

AH

23

AB

Restore correct
clearance between
needle and barrel

22

AH

Timing of twister
wrong, or advanced
or retarded

Verify position of
needle at start of
twist movement

24

Wire breaking
before twist, with
remnant left in
pincer.
Wire entangled
and caught up in
reel holder

Untangle wire and
re-thread binder
mechanis

21

Wire rusty/unoiled Immerse reel in oil

21

Bale emerges from
chamber bound on one
side only

Wire caught up on
twister barrel.
Bale emerges with no
knot

Wire sticking

Material with high
moisture content fed
to press chamber

Wires not twisted
together; one end cut
cleanly, the other
pinched and broken

Wire dislodged

Clean and
lubrificate all
guides, pulleys, etc.,
replacing if
necessari

21

Reduce compaction
pressure and select
shorter bale lenght

5
5

Reposition wires on
pulley.
Straighten/replace
guide pins

21

A
E
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STORING THE BALER
When put into storage at the end of the season, the baler should be emptied,
cleaned and thoroughly checked over. Protect the knotter mechanism with a
light application of grease.
Wash chains in fuel oil, and lubrificate with a thin machine oil. Check the
condition of all bearings and of the ram knives, and verify the springs and blades
of the pick-up for any breakage or defects.
Finally, position the baler in a dry place, raised up on blocks so that the tyres are
not in contact with the floor.
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